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I. MANUSCRIPTS

BOX 1

A. "Remarks on My Judge Dee Novels"
   Typescript with holograph corrections, 6p. on legal size paper (#1). Each manuscript also has long holograph note about the novel's composition.

   Typescript, 217 p. (#1).

C. THE CHINESE LAKE MURDERS. 1952.
   Holograph, 237 p. (#2).

D. THE CHINESE MAZE MURDERS. 1950.
   Holograph, 314 p. (#3).

   Typescript with profuse holograph corrections, 218 p. (#4).

BOX 2

   Typescript with profuse holograph corrections, 263 p. (#1).

II. ILLUSTRATIONS

73 pen and pencil sketches by the author for his Judge Dee novels. Holograph notes on each. Typescript explanation, 1p.

III. PRINTED PIECES (#2).

A. By R.H. Van Gulik


B. With reference to R.H. Van Gulik

*CHINESE HOUTSNEDEN* (Chinese Woodcuts), Leiden, Rijksmuseum voor. Volkenkunde, n.d.

Addenda December 1967

I. MANUSCRIPTS

A. Judge Dee Novels

1. THE CHINESE GOLD MURDERS. 1956.
   Holograph 131 p. and typescript with holograph corrections, 5 p. (#3).

   Holograph 105 p. and typescript with holograph corrections, 59 p. (#4).

   Holograph 30 p. and typescript with holograph corrections, 83 p. (#5).

   Typescript with holograph corrections 87 p. and holograph 6 p. (#6).

5. THE LACQUER SCREEN. 1958. Typ
   Typescript with holograph corrections, 117 p. (#7).

6. MURDER IN CANTON. 1962. (#1).
   a) Typescript with holograph corrections, 140 p.
   b) Green notebook with notes and outline.

   Holograph, 17 p.

Typescript with holograph corrections 106 p. and 1 p.
holograph explanation.

BB. Non-Fiction

1. THE GIBBON IN CHINA – AN ESSAY IN CHINESE ANIMAL LORE. 1967. (#3).
   a) Typescript with holograph corrections, 30 p.
   b) Typescript with holograph corrections, 72 p. pasted on sheets 11" x 16".
   c) 70 5" x 8" note cards with Chinese characters.
Box 3
POETS AND MURDER A Chinese detective novel. To be published by William

Box 4
Typescript with holo. corr. 93 p. "Written 1 April - May 15, 1966".
Notes in holograph on 26 1/4 x 6" cards.

Printed pieces and copies by R. H. Van G. in chronological order.

1. "A few poems..." 3 copies of each. Each set in folder.
   a) "In that golden hour..." Copy of poem in holograph, 1 p.
   b) "Lente Morgen in Shiba Park" Typescript, 1 p. ca. 1935-1941.
   c) "Hersfat Morgen in Shiba Park" Typescript, 1 p. ca. 1935-1941.
   d) "Herinnering" Reprint from Elsevier's Geillustreerd Maandschrift
      Vol. 40, Amsterdam, Bonaventura, 1930.
   e) "De Japansche Lamph" by Shūgi Inashi (pseud. of R. H. Van G.)
      Reprint from Elseviers Geillustreerd Maandschrift, Vol 41.
      Amsterdam, Bonaventura, 1931.
   f) "De Bevangene" Reprint from Elseviers Geillustreerd Maandschrift
      Vol. 43, Amsterdam, Bonaventura, 1933.

2. "Parts from Chung Hua Hai Tai Chih" Containing Chinese Poems translated
   by R. H. Van G. 1933, and articles. 3 copies, each in folder.

3. "In memoriam Henri Borel" from China no. 2, Oct. 1933. 2 copies.

   Monthly, Feb.-March, 1941. 3 copies

5. "The Mounted Scroll in China and Japan" Reprint from T'ien Hsia Monthly
   Aug-Sept. 1941.
Box 4  Printed pieces

6. "Dr. John Ferguson's 75th Anniversary" Bibliographic article on Dr. Ferguson, from Monuments Series Journal of Oriental Studies of the Catholic University of Peking. Reprint from Vol. VI, 1941.

7. "Concubinage One-Sided Notes on a Many-Sided Subject" from Far East Fanfare, April 1, 1950. 3 copies.


Scrapbook, bound, containing printed and typescript articles and poems. 1925-ca. 1930

1. "Le Sancuaire" printed poem pub in Rostra, monthly magazine of Dutch Gymnasia.

2. "Sur la Cote de Java" printed poem pub. in Rostra, 1926.


7. "Brief Uit Peking" Article printed in Rostra, 1925.

8. "De Verloren Liefde" printed poem pub. in Rostra, ca. 1926-1929.


OULIK, ROBERT HANS VAN
Addenda, December, 1969.

Box 4: Scrapbook continued.


12. "Van Het Schoone Eiland" 6 separate stories based on boyhood experiences in Indonesia. Published in Rostra, 1925.


Laid in: 1. "Ikan Ma>bok" Typescript, 3 p. Originally written in 1925, for Rostra and published in 1963 in Tong Tong

2. "Chinese En Japanse Vertalingen" Typescript, 8 p. 1933?

Biography


Bibliography

Bibliography prepared by Miss A. M. Evers on 5" x 8" cards in typescript.

Final notes by Dr. Robert van Gulik.

Photographs

2 photographs of Dr. Robert Hans Van Gulik in full diplomatic dress.
GULIK, ROBERT VAN
Addenda
PURCHASE May 1986

Box 4  Letters in Dutch

RvG to Dr. A.D.A. de Kat Angelino in den Haag
ALS Feb. 25, 1955  2 p. on one leaf
ALS March 4, 1959  1 p.
ALS May 14, 1959  2 p. on 1 leaf

Hukssewe [?] C., Sinologisch Instituut, Leiden
TLS Jan 29, 1959 to Dr. A.D.A. de Kat Angelino

Typescript 1 p.
Appears to be explanation of Chinese characters in Dutch
I. Printed Material.